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This book has become a classic in all musicians' libraries for rhythmic analysis and study. Designed

to teach syncopation within 4/4 time, the exercises also develop speed and accuracy in

sight-reading with uncommon rhythmic figures. A must for all musicians, especially percussionists

interested in syncopation.
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Absolute beginners, intermediate level players or seasoned pro's. On drums, or any instrument, use

this marvelous text and improve.I play drums and started 30+ years ago with this book to learn the

basics. I followed the lessons as written, logically and sequentially, and did just that. Then, a few

years ago I decided to woodshed and clean up my chops. I called a renowned player/teacher in

L.A., and on our first lesson he asks me, "did you bring "Bellson?" I said 'yes,' then reminded him I'd

been playing professionally for years, and had gone through 'Bellson' decades earlier. "Not like this

you haven't."He took my new copy and began writing on the very first set of exercises. After a few

minutes of notations, he turned a page introducing basic quarter notes and rests into a series of

exercises I literally worked on every day until my next lesson two weeks later. By placing some

syncopated accent marks, and adding some triplet figures for the hi-hat and bass drum to play,

lesson one in 'Bellson' became some of the most interesting and challenging exercises I'd ever

seen.But even without 'modifications,' beginning players of any instrument can use this book as

written and get an excellent sequential understandable grounding in site reading. More advanced



players can add accents, read the page as written, then backward, then vertically etc. Drummers

can play the snare line on the bass drum and move the hi-hat around from line to line etc. The book

is designed for this kind of creative experimentation. As written, or tricked-up with limitless

variations, the book is amazing. With practice, this book will do wonders to your playing and sight

reading. And as always, a competent teacher will help accelerate this process.
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